Over a century of scientific research on the sliding friction of ice has not been enough to develop an exhaustive explanation for the tribological behavior of frozen water. It has been recognized that ice shows different friction regimes, but a detailed description of all the different phenomena and processes occurring at the interface, including the effect of surface roughness of both the ice and the antagonist material is still missing.
t r a c t
Over a century of scientific research on the sliding friction of ice has not been enough to develop an exhaustive explanation for the tribological behavior of frozen water. It has been recognized that ice shows different friction regimes, but a detailed description of all the different phenomena and processes occurring at the interface, including the effect of surface roughness of both the ice and the antagonist material is still missing.
In this work the effect of surface morphology on the friction of steel/ice interfaces is studied. Different degrees of random roughness on steel surfaces are introduced and the friction coefficient is measured over a wide range of temperature and sliding velocity. Correlation between the surface roughness and the lubrication regime and friction coefficient is discussed. A theoretical model is developed in order to explain this correlation, and to control the tribological behavior of the system by a proper selection of surface roughness parameters.
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Introduction
The study of friction between metals and ice is as struggling as important in a wide range of fields, from ice sports to motorized traffic [1] [2] [3] . That being said, the debate behind the origin of the low friction coefficient that characterizes ice surfaces is still open even after decades of experimental and theoretical research on both saline and freshwater ice [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The friction coefficient of a solid surface sliding on ice is related to the existence of a thin layer of water between the slider and the ice itself. There are three main mechanisms that govern the formation of this layer [10] : surface melting, pressure melting and frictional melting. The surface melting is a spontaneous generation of a thin layer of melted ice (with thickness in the order of magnitude of few nanometers) without contact with other bodies and without any applied pressure, when the temperature approaches the melting value. The origin of this phenomenon observed in a number of solid surfaces is still under debate, although the most prevailing theories indicate the minimization of free surface energy as the main cause [10] . The pressure melting is responsible for lowering the melting temperature of ice by applying a pressure. The frictional melting is generated by the heat dissipated by the friction force; this heat increases the interface temperature, and it is considered as the most relevant mechanism in the formation of water at the interface in sliding systems [2, [11] [12] [13] [14] . The thickness of the water layer defines the lubrication regime of a given sliding system and it is influenced by temperature, normal force and sliding velocity [10, 15, 16] . Consequently, varying the experimental parameters it is possible to explore all lubrication regimes, from boundary to hydrodynamic. According to literature the surface roughness has the same importance since it defines the height of the asperities that interact with each other [10, [17] [18] [19] .
In boundary (or dry) lubrication regime the frictional behavior is governed by the real contact area between the solids, in which adhesion is the main source of friction and heat dissipation [10, [20] [21] [22] . In this regime the thickness of the liquid water is indeed very low, in the order of magnitude of few molecular layers [23, 24] . Increasing the sliding velocity, the water layer thickness increases and starts to support the load of the slider; this condition is typical of the mixed lubrication regime. The interfacial conditions of this lubrication regime are not fully clarified yet, and there are different theories about it [10, 25] . In particular Kietzig et al. [10] assume that mixed lubrication occurs when the temperature at the contact point is greater than the melting temperature of ice, but the thickness of the water layer is still lower than the roughness of the counterpart's surface. In this vision, both solid-solid and lubricated contact coexist at the interface. In contrast, Makkonen et al. [25] assume that at the actual contact point the temperature rises to the melting point, but not over this value. The contact is, therefore, fully lubricated, even with very low thickness of the layer of water, and there is no more solid-solid interaction between the surfaces. All the experimental data reveal a dependence of the Coefficient of Friction CoF ( μ) on sliding velocity ( v) as μ~v 1/ [26, 27] . In the hydrodynamic regime the CoF starts increasing proportionally to v [28] [29] [30] . Kietzig et al. [10] assume that this regime starts when the thickness of the water layer becomes greater than the average roughness of the involved surfaces.
The present work examines the role played by the surface of the slider in terms of roughness and topography, on the friction regimes. Tribological tests of a steel-ice contact are performed, varying temperature and sliding velocity. The dependence of friction on surface morphology is studied by inducing different degrees of roughness on stainless steel surfaces. Finally, an analytical model that directly correlates surface roughness to the friction coefficient is presented and then successfully applied to the experimental results.
Materials and methods
The ice samples are produced by freezing distilled water in a commercial freezer unit at À 8°C. Thin layers of water are frozen on the top of each other in order to minimize cracking and bubbles formation, and to produce a polycrystalline surface mainly exposing basal planes [10] . An optical image of the surface replica is shown in Fig. 1 . Curved grain boundaries of ice and their peculiar 120°angles are clearly visible. In Fig. 1 sublimation pits ("etch pits") are also visible. These spots are created by a higher sublimation speed at location where dislocation slip lines cross the surface [13, 14] . The ice surface does not go through a long aging process so no frost deposition is visible [13, 14] .
The average roughness (R a ) of ice is measured by stylus profilometer on a replica of the surface (prepared using a vinylpolysiloxane-based liquid thermo-polymer) [26] , and a value of 100 710 nm is observed.
A controlled surface roughness on the stainless-steel pins is induced through mechanical polishing and sand-blasting. Three different pins are produced, labeled #1, #2 and #3. The pin #1 is polished with alumina slurry (1-3 μm diameter), while pins #2 and #3 are grinded through sand-blasting (grit 320 and 180 respectively). These techniques ensure a good isotropy of the surface roughness, without introducing preferential directions on the surface.
Also in this case, surface morphology is measured through a stylus profilometer (3D profiles are shown in Fig. 2 ). Different parameters are used to characterize the surface roughness (Table 1); all of these parameters show a monotone trend, except for the contact angle which is characterized by the same value (within the experimental error) for each sample. R a and R dq of pin #1 are one order of magnitude lower than those of pin #2 and #3. Furthermore the roughness of pin #1 is almost the same as the one of the ice surface (see below).
The tribological tests are performed in pin-on-disc configuration on a UMT3-CETR tribometer (http://www.cetr.com/eng/pro ducts/umt-3.html) enclosed in a thermally insulated chamber, where the temperature is controlled by a flow of cold dry air. The system is able to reach low temperatures until À 25°C, with an error of 7 1°C. All the tribological tests are performed with a constant normal load of 15 N, (nominal pressure of 0.085 MPa).
Tests are performed at constant environmental temperature (between À 17°C and À 2°C), increasing the sliding velocity in consecutive steps (from 0.025 m/s to 1 m/s), each one of 2 min of length for a total duration of 16 min (8 different speeds are tested).
Unfortunately the temperature of the ice cannot be measured. Anyway the ice sample is left sitting in the tribometer chamber for about one hour. This time should be enough for the ice to reach the same temperature of the surrounding environment.
To improve the accuracy and reliability of the experimental results and to avoid systematic errors, each test is performed on a freshly prepared ice surface, and four different measures are made for each temperature. The friction values reported here are the average of all of the measures reported in the graphs. At the beginning of each test a short sliding run is made on the ice surface, in order to remove or reduce ice macroscopic asperities that could compromise the stability of the tests. This preliminary run is done taking the pin in contact with the ice disk at a load of 2 N and rotating the disk 3 times.
Experimental results
Values of friction coefficient obtained for steel on ice versus the Fig. 1 . Optical microscopy image of an ice surface replica. The magnification shows the characteristic 120°angles formed by the grain boundaries at almost each cross. Etch pits are also visible [13, 14] .
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sliding velocity are shown in Fig. 3 for the three pins, at different ambient temperatures between À 2°C and À 17°C.
The first evidence is that the operating temperature (presumably, the bulk temperature of slider and ice) does not affect significantly the COF value. This is probably due to the experimental setup. Using a pin-on-disc configuration the repeated passages of the pin on the same circular track results in frictional heat dissipation that causes an increase of the temperature at the steel-ice interface. The interface temperature, resulting from the thermal equilibrium between the dissipation of frictional heat during the contact and the refreezing between two consecutive passages, saturates at a value larger than the one of the steel, of the ice bulk and of course of the surrounding environment [31] .
A quick calculation shows that at a speed of 0.1 m/s (80 rpm) the time between two passages over the same spot is less than 1 s. This causes the temperature of the ice surface and of the steel slider surface to increase until balance is reached. So, basically, after a short running-in, the CoF reaches a steady state where both the interface temperature and all the other conditions do not vary. The thickness of the water layer produced by melting in this state is independent from the initial conditions, thanks to the two competitive effects contributing to his formation, the frictional melting and the squeeze-out of the water (as stated by [32] ). A second evidence from Fig. 3 is that the frictional behavior is quite different for pin #1 (the smoothest one) and pin #2 and #3, (roughness about 1 order of magnitude larger).
Results from pin #2 and #3 show descending COF values as the sliding velocity increases. The descent is initially quite sharp. Between 0.025 m/s and 0.3 m/s the CoF values move from 0.09C0.11 (pin #3) and 0.06C0.08 (pin #2) down to 0.03C0.05. Then, the dependence of CoF values from the sliding velocity markedly reduces and the friction curve becomes almost flat at a CoF value of 0.02C0.04. This trend is typical of the transition region between mixed and hydrodynamic friction regimes, as evidenced by the grey squares in the insets in panels 2 and 3 of Fig. 3 .
Despite the very similar trends, the accuracy of the measured CoF values enables to be confident on the overall lower values measured with pin #2 with respect of pin #3, and to ascribe this difference to the roughness difference (less than a factor 2) between the two steel surfaces.
Results from pin #1, on the contrary, show a nearly constant CoF (roughly between 0.02 and 0.03) along the entire sliding velocity range, indicating that the system is in a different lubrication regime. The assignment to a specific lubrication regime is however quite difficult, because a constant CoF behavior is typical either of the boundary friction regime or of the minimum between the mixed and the hydrodynamic regime (see the grey squares evidenced in the inset of panel 1 of Fig. 3) . The low values of CoF seem to support the second hypothesis, because low CoF are typical of the mixed lubrication regime. However, in absence of high wear effects (e.g. ploughing friction or cracking), the low shear stress of ice allows low values of CoF even in the dry lubrication regime. This condition could actually apply in the present case, thanks to the very low roughness of the pin #1 and to the low applied pressure. The pin has indeed nearly the same roughness of the ice surface, and its low waviness leads to a high real contact area. Furthermore, the roughness profile is quite broaden (R dq ¼7.3, Table 1 ). These features, coupled with a nominal applied pressure of 0.085 MPa (nearly two order of magnitude below the breaking pressure of ice), suggest that phenomena like ploughing friction and cracking of the ice bulk close to the surface are negligible.
Theoretical model and discussion

Ice friction model
In literature there are several theoretical models about ice tribology [16, 18, 25, [32] [33] [34] ; each one trying to calculate the CoF of ice, and to cope with the interdependence of the different involved parameters.
One of the most complete models is the one developed by Makkonen [25] , where the only source of friction is the shear strength τ of the water layer, due to its viscosity:
where A is the real contact area, η and h are respectively the viscosity and the thickness of the LLL. Through the calculation of the heat flux generated at the interface by the friction force it is possible to estimate the thickness h of the water layer, produced during the sliding; inserting this expression in Eq. (1) the expression for the coefficient of friction μ wet [25] is obtained:
A list of the symbols used in the previous part is reported in Table 2 .
In this model the role of the surface morphology is poorly included, as it enters only in the definition of a, which is defined as the characteristic length of the real area of contact between the ice and the slider, and it is fixed to a ¼1 mm. With such a great contact length the dependence from the roughness of the slider is not included in the model, and only the low-frequency waviness of the surface affects the tribological behavior of the system.
In order to include the contribution of the surface roughness to the tribological behavior of the system a suitable analytical model is developed and successfully applied to the present case.
Surface roughness
The theoretical model for anisotropic friction developed here considers the sliding motion between rough surfaces and directly correlates the effects of different roughnesses to the friction coefficient. This model is based on the one introduced by Mroz and Stupkiewicz [35] , in which the contact between two surfaces is modelled by a set of springs with only longitudinal compliance. In the present work two orthotropic surfaces with general asperities are considered (Fig. 4a) .
During the sliding of one surface on the other, the vertical springs have to accommodate the movement modifying their length, being compressed or elongated. This length variation is reflected on the elastic forces that the two surfaces shall exchange. Furthermore the moving surface can change the direction of sliding ( v 0 is the sliding velocity), thus it could be or not be perpendicular to the asperities of the fixed surface (Fig. 4b) .
If R z is the global reaction force along the z-axis and R x y , is the global reaction force acting on the xy-plane (both due to all of the springs and averaged on every single wedge asperity), we can express the total coefficient of friction as follows: Considering only the effect of a single spring, α is the angle reported in Fig. 4c .
To evaluate this friction coefficient (Eq. (5)), it is necessary to determine the reaction forces in the global reference system xyz, starting at first by analyzing the contribution of a single spring. All the details of the calculation are reported in Appendix A.
This model considers the local interaction between the two surfaces through the introduction of a generic local Coefficient of Friction (named μ), which does not consider any morphological effect and does not specify any physical mechanism at its base. In order to contextualize the model to the present specific case, the ice friction model [25] previously described is chosen, and therefore the generic local CoF μ is substituted with μ wet , which is the coefficient we obtained from Eq. (2).
Application of the model to the experimental data
To be able to apply this general model to the tribological system reported in this work, two particular cases are selected; in both cases the asperity is considered symmetrical, by taking φ φ φ = = 1 2 . The asperity slope is referring to the pins roughness, thus it is assumed equal to R qd , one of the parameters which we obtained from a stylus profilometer. This choice matches the roughness data obtained from the profilometer.
The first case considers the sliding motion to occur only along the x direction, by taking α = 0. In this situation the sliding appears to be against the wedge asperities, and CoF is maximum. On the contrary, the second case assumes the motion along y direction, with α π = /2, leading to the minimum CoF. The expressions for these two cases (full calculations are reported in Appendix A) are:
where f u and f l are respectively the upper and the lower limit of the CoF. All the possible orientations of the sliding motion are thus automatically considered, and the real value of the CoF is included between these upper and lower limits. The slope of the asperity reported in the model can be approximated with the R dq of the profile, reported in Table 1 , while the local CoF in Eq. (7) is substituted by expression (2) .
Since the shear strength of a liquid layer is the only source of friction in this picture, a further hypothesis must be introduced: the whole real contact area has to be covered by a water layer, and the contact during the sliding motion must be fully lubricated. This hypothesis does not exclude the presence of ploughing by the slider asperities into the ice, but this ploughing is expected to be mediated by a thin layer of water.
Furthermore, the theoretical model describes the motion as linear while friction experiments are performed in pin-on-disc configuration. In fact one of the hypothesis of the model is that the slider always runs on a new ice surface, whose surface temperature is the same of the bulk. In the rotational real case, instead, the slider performs repeated passages over every point of the ice track periodically, with a short refreezing time due to the short radius of the track and to the sliding speed. With these assumptions the interface temperature of the ice rises, since every passage of the slider dissipates frictional heat. After some passages the temperature at the interface can be considered to be homogenous and close to the melting point of ice. For these reasons the terms T 1 and T 2 from Eq. (3) can be neglected. This assumption is justified also by the very weak temperature dependence of the tribological tests shown in Fig. 3 .
Although the interface temperature is taken as homogenous at melting point of ice the bulk temperature is absolutely not and neither is the hardness of the ice. This parameter is still calculated with the bulk temperature since the depth of the stress due to the indentation of micrometric asperities is expected to be in the order of few microns, while the melting process affects a much lower thickness very close to the interface. The values of ice hardness used in this paper are based on the work of Makkonen et al. [25] , following the relation It is now possible to fit the experimental data with both expressions (7) and (8), using the contact length a as the only fitting parameter. The results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 5 , where the confidence parameters r of the "blue" fit are also reported, together with the values of the fitting parameter a for pin #2 and #3.
The first evidence is that the model fits quite well the experimental results obtained with pins #2 and #3. In the explored range of sliding velocities, both the trends and the absolute values of CoF are satisfactorily described by the model, with a confidence parameter r ranging between 0.9996 and 0.9999. On the contrary, the model does not fit satisfactorily the experimental results obtained with pin #1, in particular does not account for the almost constant CoF value measured for all the sliding velocities explored.
It must be outlined that the model introduces the shear stress of the liquid like layer as the only source of friction, therefore its ability to fit results from pins to #2 and #3 confirms that these sliders operate in a lubricated regime.
On the other hand, the model failure in describing the experimental results from pin #1 suggests that in this case the system experiences a different lubrication regime. The low roughness of pin #1 compared to pins #2 and #3 is expected to induce a lower frictional interface heat and consequently a reduced frictional melting. Being the frictional melting considered as the most relevant mechanism in the formation of the water layer in sliding systems [11] , pin #1 is expected to work in an almost dry lubrication regime.
This description, that assigns a key role to the interface heating during the sliding and outline the contribution of the interface roughness in determining the interface temperature, can be confirmed by exploring another relevant parameter that affect the interface temperature, namely the thermal conductivity of the slider.
Preliminary tests were performed with a pin made of hard phenolic resin. From the mechanical point of view the resin is softer than steel (by a factor 10), but it is still much harder than ice (by a factor close to 15). All the hypothesis on the contact mechanic of the system are still valid, in particular the contact area only depends on the softer material at the interface (the ice). From the thermal point of view, however, a conductor (steel has a thermal conductivity of about 20 W/mK) is replaced by an insulator (resin has a thermal conductivity of about 0.2 W/mK).
The resin pin is prepared with a roughness R a of 0.13 μm, very close to the roughness of steel pin #1, and the CoF measurements are performed in the same experimental conditions used for the experiments with steel sliders.
The CoF values obtained at T ¼ À2°C are reported in Fig. 6 , where the corresponding data from steel pin #1 are also shown for comparison. Results from resin pin show descending CoF values as the sliding velocity increases, indicating a clear transition to a mixed lubrication regime thank to the formation of a water layer associated to the higher interface temperature.
Actual and nominal contact area
In order to compare the results of a obtained with the fitting procedure, a realistic value of the contact length has to be evaluated. For this purpose the topography of the surface has been approximated with a regular pattern of triangular asperities (like the one sketched in Fig. 7 on the right). Such sort of profile shows the same R dq of the real random surface used in the experimental tests. When that surface is pressed with a load F z on a flat ice surface, the tips of the asperities penetrate into the ice, both through melting and elasto-plastic deformations. The real contact area ( A real ) is inversely proportional to the hardness of the ice H 1 [25] , while the nominal contact area ( A nom ) is inversely proportional to the applied pressure σ :
It is therefore possible to write the ratio ∆A which represents the ratio between the nominal and real contact area:
By taking the bearing-ratio curve of the real surface it is possible to correlate ∆A with the average indentation depth of the triangular asperities (see Fig. 6 ). With simple geometrical calculations an average value of the contact area length at the interface is found:
As shown in Fig. 8 there is good agreement between the values obtained from the fits (Section 4.2) and from the bearing ratio curve, especially at the lower temperatures. Since we have considered the ice as a flat surface, and the pin material is not soft, the value of a was expected to be of the same order of magnitude as Ra, due to low normal load and thus small plastic deformations.
Conclusions
The influence of surface morphology on the CoF of a steel-ice interface is studied both experimentally and theoretically with the purpose to clarify the tribological behavior of ice. Three different degrees of random roughness are induced on stainless-steel surfaces sliding on ice in a pin-on-disc configuration, one being comparable to the roughness of the ice and the other two one order of magnitude higher. Both the temperature of the system and the sliding velocity are varied in a wide range.
It is shown that surface morphology influences the tribological regime of the system. In the boundary regime the higher the roughness the higher is the CoF. Increasing the sliding velocity (and thus the thickness of the water layer) the role of the interlocking asperity contacts become less relevant, and the roughness has a lower influence on the CoF.
The experimental results are explained by a theoretical model that takes into account the solid contact between two sliding asperities and describes the local CoF between them in terms of shear stress of the water originated from the melting of ice at the interface. The only unknown parameter, the real contact area, is estimated through the bearing-ratio curve and the roughness parameters of the steel surfaces. The good fit between the model and the experimental data obtained with the two rougher sliders confirms the validity of the model and of the physical hypothesis about the mechanism of sliding friction on ice.
The two roughest pins clearly work in a mixed lubrication regime (in the range of tested velocities) while the smoothest pin has a different behavior that cannot be fitted with the model in its current status of development. The water layer behavior and the asperity interaction must be furtherly investigated at this specific value of roughness in order to improve the theoretical model. The trend of the CoF of the smoothest pin is clarified performing the same tests with a pin made of resin with the same surface roughness. This resin pin shows a mixed lubrication behavior. Since the thermal conductivity of the resin is much lower than the one of steel we can conclude that the steel pin with the smoothest roughness work in boundary lubrication regime.
Therefore the interplay between the surface roughness and the thermal conductivity of the counterpart of the ice surface Following the friction law by Coulomb, the tangential force is expressed by:
where μ is the local coefficient of friction. The elastic force due by a single spring is:
where K is the spring stiffness and u the spring displacement; u can be generated by a compressive force (spring compression) or by a tensile force (spring elongation); a spring elongation, means that one surface is separating from the other, so it is assumed that the interaction force is zero.
Referring to a generic plane Π, tilted by any angle φ, from Eqs.
(13), (17) and (18) The denominator should be different from zero, leading to have φ ≠ π 2 and μ φ ≠ cos . In particular, in order to have a positive coefficient of friction, it must be μ φ < cot . Then putting Eqs. (16)- (19) in (14) and (15) . R x and R y are obtained starting from Eq. (22) and putting similarly Eqs. (20) or (21) Following the Coulomb's law [20] , the tangential force which opposes the sliding motion is proportional to the normal force applied to the surface. This proportion is expressed by the coefficient of friction f:
As previous reported, combining Eqs. (21) and (22) 
